harvest
management
plan for success

Maximize your harvest
A good harvest is the end-game for all growers – the reward for a
season of hard work. You’ve done everything you can so far to promote
high yields and good quality, and all that stands between you and
achieving that goal is a successful harvest. At Syngenta, we can help.
®

®

Touchdown Total and Reglone are harvest management tools you
can trust to get your crop off in good time and in good shape.

Time management in a box

Weed control that counts

The only true desiccant on the market, Reglone® is
the best drydown tool for peas and lentils. These crops
are indeterminate, continuing to flower and grow until
stopped by stress, such as heat, drought and frost.
Because of this growth characteristic, peas and lentils
do not always ripen evenly, and it’s not unusual to see a
field with individual plants at varying degrees of maturity.

When you’re running against the clock at harvest,
here is some peace of mind. Touchdown Total® has
a unique formulation with a dual adjuvant system
that sticks to weeds and penetrates the leaf surface
to give you maximum absorption and weed control.
Its Low Foam Technology makes Touchdown Total
LHZPLYHUKX\PJRLY[VOHUKSLHUKTP_°

Reglone is the equalizer. It works on contact to
rupture plant cell walls, causing water to evaporate
and leading to rapid drydown of plant material. Crops
dry upright, quickly and evenly for easier harvestability.

As the growing season ends, perennial weeds
are starting to drive energy down to their roots.
Touchdown Total works systemically, using the
plant’s own systems to move down to the roots
and provide optimum weed control.

Because Reglone works so rapidly it eliminates the
need to swath. Swathing considerably lengthens
the drydown period and leaves crops exposed to
environmental conditions that damage seed quality.
With Reglone, growers can start combining sooner
and harvest more acres in a day without compromising
crop yield and grade.

A secondary benefit of a pre-harvest application of
Touchdown Total can be more uniform crop ripening
and improved harvestability. But the greatest benefit
for growers occurs when less competitive crops,
such as pulses, or crops that have few, if any, in-crop
herbicide options for perennial weed control are
planned for the following year.

Please weather the weather
In a year of typical fall weather, growers can count on
Touchdown Total and Reglone to deliver the performance they
need for a good harvest.
However, late season moisture can spur secondary growth in
indeterminate crops, such as peas and lentils, allowing them to
“grow through” a Reglone application. And while a reasonable
amount of heat right after application can help speed product
performance, excessive late season heat can create challenges for
both Reglone and Touchdown Total by causing plant cuticles to
develop a thick waxy layer that’s difficult to penetrate.
In both situations, growers are advised to wait until more
favourable weather conditions return before spraying.

Reglone

Touchdown Total

Registered for Use In Various Crops Including:
 7LHZMPLSKHUKKY`
 3LU[PSZ
 *OPJRWLHZ
 +Y`)LHUZ
 -SH_
 :\UMSV^LYZ
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is not adversely affected

Registered for Preharvest Application In :
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Rate
 9LNPZ[LYLKYH[LPZ¶3HJ
 7\SZLZYLJVTTLUKLKYH[LPZ3HJ
 <ZLOPNOLYYH[LZMVYOLH]PLYJYVWHUK
weed densities
 (LYPHSYH[LZHYLOPNOLY[OHUNYV\UK
for most prairie crops
Mixing Order
 -PSS[HURêM\SS^P[O^H[LY
 )LNPUHNP[H[PVUHUKJVU[PU\L[OYV\NOV\[
mixing and spraying
 (KKJVYYLJ[HTV\U[VM9LNSVUL
 (KK(NYHS (NZ\YMVY:\YM H[]]
 -PSS^P[OJVYYLJ[HTV\U[VM^H[LY
Ground Application
 NWH
Aerial Application
 9LNPZ[LYLKMVYHLYPHSHWWSPJH[PVU
 NWH
Effects of Weather
 9HPUMHZ[PUTPU\[LZ
 >L[VYJVSK^LH[OLYMVSSV^PUNHWWSPJH[PVU
may slow plant drydown
 4VYUPUNHUKL]LUPUNHWWSPJH[PVUZJHUYLZ\S[
in optimum performance and quick drydown
 +YV\NO[JVUKP[PVUZWYPVY[VHWWSPJH[PVU^PSS
slow plant drydown
 5VYLJYVWWPUNYLZ[YPJ[PVUZ

Weeds Controlled
 9LMLY[VWYVK\J[SHILSMVY^LLKZHUKZ[HNPUN
Rates & Packaging
 3HJSP[YLLX\P]HSLU[
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Mixing Order
 -PSS[HURêM\SS^P[O^H[LY
 ;\YUVMMVYYLK\JLHNP[H[PVU[OYV\NOV\[TP_PUN
and spraying to minimize foaming
 (KK;V\JOKV^U;V[HS
 -PSS^P[OJVYYLJ[HTV\U[VM^H[LY
Ground Application
 NHSSVUZHJYL
Aerial Application
 9LNPZ[LYLKMVYHLYPHSHWWSPJH[PVU
 NWHOPNOLY^H[LY]VS\TLZ^PSSIL
required to obtain sufficient coverage on
weeds such as dandelion growing low in
[OLJYVWJHUVW`
Effects of Weather
 9HPUMHZ[PUTPU\[LZ
 5VYLJYVWWPUNYLZ[YPJ[PVUZ

®

*Length of time to harvest varies with the temperature, wind and precipitation after application.

 Typically 5 to 7 days after spraying Reglone*

For all peas, combine:

 3V^LYTPKKSLIV[[VTWVKZHYLKY`[YHUZS\JLU[
and shrunken; seeds within pods are detached

 ;VW\WWLYTPKKSLWVKZHYLZOY\URLUHUK
leathery and seeds split when squeezed

 Early onset of colour change from green to yellow

In yellow peas, spray when:

 Bottom pods are dry, translucent and seeds
are easily detached from them

 Middle pods are light green to yellow, somewhat
shrunken and leathery; seeds are full-size and
soft, but not juicy, and split when squeezed

 <WWLYWVKZHYLMSLZO`NYLLUVYZ[HY[PUN
to turn yellow; seeds may be immature

 (]LYHNLTVPZ[\YLJVU[LU[PZUVTVYL[OHU
45% and the crop begins to take on an
overall yellow appearance

In green peas, spray when:

All lentil types and varieties can be safely desiccated
with Reglone.

Because Reglone works on contact, high water
volume and good plant coverage are essential
for good performance. Application timing is
important because desiccating peas too soon can
result in lost yield, as well as grade and quality losses.
This is particularly true of yellow peas where there is
no tolerance for green seed.

Harvest timing
Lentils will be ready for combining 4-10
days after spraying, depending on
weather conditions. If significant rainfall
occurs after application, the period
between desiccation and harvest could
be extended.

Bottom pods
 Pods are brown and dry, but not split
 Seeds are quite hard and will rattle

Middle pods
 Pods are light green to yellow
 Seeds are full-size and soft, but not juicy

Upper pods
 Pods are fleshy green
 Seeds are immature

 4 to 10 days after spraying Reglone

Combine:

 Bottom pods are brown and dry, but not split;
seeds are quite hard and will rattle

 Middle pods are light green to yellow;
seeds are full-size but not juicy

 <WWLYWVKZHYLMSLZO`NYLLU"
seeds are immature

 The majority of plants are turning yellow
(excluding dips and knolls)

Spray when:

Reglone in lentils

Reglone in field peas

Desiccant for harvest timing control

®

 Note: Do not spray on crops intended for seed

 Average moisture content is 30% to 35%

 Wheat is in the hard dough stage

 (JYVZZZLJ[PVUVMHRLYULSZOV^ZHKHYR
pigment strand

 ;OLNYLLUJVSV\YOHZKPZHWWLHYLKMYVT[OL
bend in the upper portion of the peduncle

Spray when:

* Length of time to harvest varies with the temperature, wind and precipitation after application.

 Note: Do not spray on crops intended for seed

 3LU[PSZ!>OLU[OLSV^LYTVZ[WVKZ
(bottom 15%) are brown and seeds rattle

 7LHZNYLLUHUK`LSSV^![OLTHQVYP[`
(75% to 80%) of pods are brown

 4VPZ[\YLJVU[LU[PZSLZZ[OHU

Spray when:

If your weed problem is greater than your need for
a fast crop drydown, use Touchdown Total rather
than Reglone in your peas and lentils. Reglone only
affects top growth, allowing for weed re-growth the
following season. Touchdown Total will take care of
the weeds more effectively, while helping to get the
crop ready to harvest.

For optimal performance in wheat, Touchdown Total
should be applied when the crop has reached
physiological maturity. This is when kernels contain
maximum dry matter, and the only thing left for them
[VKVPZKY`KV^U<U[PS[OH[[PTLRLYULSZHYLHJ[P]LS`
filling and, if sprayed, will move glyphosate into the
seed, increasing the risk of high residue levels. As
well, a too-early application may harm plants before
they reach maturity and optimal grain fill.

Peduncles

Touchdown Total in peas & lentils

Touchdown Total in wheat

For pre-harvest weed control

An ideal harvest happens when your fields are ready to go when you are, and one key to achieving that is to get application timing just right.
Whether you’re using Reglone or Touchdown Total , a good look at your crop will help determine when to spray for an optimal yield and quality harvest.

Timing is everything

For further information please contact
Syngenta Customer Resource Services at 1-87-SYNGENTA (1-877-964-3682)
or visit syngenta.ca

Always read and follow label directions.
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